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ABSTRACT
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the downstream manual effort. In particular, compared with the
baseline approach, our approach achieves 79.8% improvement on
cluster quality, reducing 65.9% number of clusters, i.e., the number
of test API methods to be implemented.

For large industrial applications, system test cases are still often described in natural language (NL), and their number can reach thousands. Test automation is to automatically execute the test cases.
Achieving test automation typically requires substantial manual
effort for creating executable test scripts from these NL test cases.
In particular, given that each NL test case consists of a sequence of
NL test steps, testers first implement a test API method for each test
step and then write a test script for invoking these test API methods
sequentially for test automation. Across different test cases, multiple test steps can share semantic similarities, supposedly mapped
to the same API method. However, due to numerous test steps in
various NL forms under manual inspection, testers may not realize
those semantically similar test steps and thus waste effort to implement duplicate test API methods for them. To address this issue,
in this paper, we propose a new approach based on natural language processing to cluster similar NL test steps together such that
the test steps in each cluster can be mapped to the same test API
method. Our approach includes domain-specific word embedding
training along with measurement based on Relaxed Word Mover’s
Distance to analyze the similarity of test steps. Our approach also
includes a technique to combine hierarchical agglomerative clustering and K-means clustering post-refinement to derive high-quality
and manually-adjustable clustering results. The evaluation results
of our approach on a large industrial mobile app, WeChat, show
that our approach can cluster the test steps with high accuracy,
substantially reducing the number of clusters and thus reducing
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INTRODUCTION

To test a large industrial application, testers analyze the application’s requirements, design user scenarios, and then instantiate
them in manually written test cases, typically described in natural
language (NL). The main content of an NL test case is a sequence
of test steps described in NL. Despite the advances in automated
testing, manually written test cases are still prevalent in industrial
practice, because they are easily adjustable and interpretable, provide clear targets of user scenarios, and are sometimes inherited
from legacy systems.
Given that NL test cases are not automatically executable, it
becomes inevitable to automate the execution of these test cases,
referred to as test automation [32], especially for the purpose of continuous integration and regression testing. Without test automation,
to execute a test case, human testers must read through its test steps
and carry them out by hand by interacting with the application under test. When the application becomes large, the number of these
test cases can reach thousands, making test automation a necessity.
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To address this issue, in this paper, we propose a new approach,
with a supporting tool named Clustep, to cluster test steps based
on their NL similarities, overcoming the limitations of existing
clustering approaches. Some existing clustering approaches [3, 15,
36, 37] simply compare the literal equivalence or word-sharing ratio
between test steps, but these approaches tend to miss similar test
steps that should be merged together. Some other existing clustering
approaches [1, 26] compare code similarity of their corresponding
test API method implementations, but these approaches require
substantial duplicate effort on manual implementation of test steps
beforehand.
We propose our approach based on our four domain-specific
insights for our application setting. First, the NL test steps use
a very limited number of words, many of which are synonyms
but not identical. Second, the NL test steps have very simple and
similar grammatical structure. Third, besides improving clustering
accuracy, it is highly important to reduce the number of clusters,
because it is more efficient to implement related (somewhat but not
highly similar) test steps (sharing some lines of code) by a single
parameterized test API method, than writing multiple test API
methods with some lines of code duplicated across them. Fourth,
the clustering results should be manually adjustable, so that testers
can further refine the results.
To produce high-quality clustering results while reducing the
number of clusters, our approach includes multiple novel techniques for similarity analysis and clustering, proposed based on our
domain insights. Inspired by Insight 1, our approach includes word
embedding retraining [21] for word similarity analysis. Based on Insight 2, our approach measures test step distance based on Relaxed
Word Mover’s Distance [11]. From Insights 3 and 4, our approach
includes an effective combination of hierarchical agglomerative
clustering [29] with K-means clustering [17] post-refinement to
produce high-quality and manually adjustable clustering results.
The combined-clustering technique focuses on reducing the number of clusters while maintaining high clustering accuracy, and in
the meantime producing manually adjustable clustering results.
Our approach is purely unsupervised, i.e., it does not rely on the
existing labeled data set of mapping a test step to a test API method.
Nor does our approach require manually derived features, thus
assuring its generalizability and universality to various application
settings.
To assess our approach, we conduct an evaluation on a largescale test case dataset of WeChat, an industrial mobile app with
over a billion active users. We measure the clustering accuracy by
F-score, which penalizes both false positives and false negatives.
Our evaluation results show that our approach achieves 79.8% improvement on cluster accuracy, while reducing 65.9% manual effort
in terms of the number of test API methods, compared with a baseline approach based on keyword extraction and duplicate removal.
These results show that our approach can substantially improve productivity and reduce downstream manual effort on test automation
in large industry setting. The implementation for our approach has
been integrated into the app testing system deployed for WeChat
testing practice.
This paper makes the following main contributions:
• Natural Language Processing Techniques for Test Step Analysis.
We develop domain-specific word embedding training, and

Test Case #8710
Test Case #8767
Description: User adds bank card for
Description: User resets security code
payment.
Test Steps:
Test Steps:
1. User requests to reset security code
1. User requests to add bank card for
2. User submits security code request
payment.
message
2. User submits bank card information 3. User selects “confirm”
3. User confirms
Test API method:
def select_confirm(self):
"""User choose confirm"""
# wait for content to appear #
aui.WalletCardElementUI(self.serial).wait_exists()
# verify OCR data #
self.check_ocr_content("registered_User_selected_confirmation")
# step operation #
aui.WalletPayUI(self.serial).click_btn_confirm()

Figure 1: Examples of NL test cases for testing WeChat. The
two test cases, namely case #8710 and case #8767, are designed for simulating different user scenarios. Each test case
contains three test steps. Each test step should be implemented by a test API method for test automation. The third
step of both test cases, despite having different descriptions,
can be clustered and mapped to the same test API method
illustrated in the bottom (select_confirm()).

In the existing industry practice, test automation of a test case
consists of two phases, with the first phase requiring substantial
manual effort: (1) manually implementing test-step API methods
(in short as test API methods) and (2) automatically composing
these test API methods. In particular, in Phase 1, testers manually
translate each test step in the test case to a test API method that
implements the described action in the test step. This phase is done
manually due to the high complexity of user interface elements
and pre/post-validations. For a large application under test, the
number of test steps can reach thousands. Hence, manually implementing test API methods for these test steps requires substantial
manual effort. In Phase 2, the corresponding test API methods for
the test steps in the test case are sequentially composed to form an
executable test script. This phase of composition is automated.
Even worse, quite some manual effort in the first phase is often
wasted because in practice testers often may not realize the semantic
similarity of multiple test steps and waste development effort for
implementing duplicate test API methods (instead of just one) for
them. According to our empirical investigation on existing test
API methods implemented by WeChat testers, it is common that
multiple test steps written differently share semantic similarity, and
are supposed to be implemented by the same single test API method.
The main reason is that test steps are written by multiple people,
and it is hard for them to know whether and how other testers
express the same test step. Figure 1 illustrates two example test
cases from the industrial practice of testing WeChat, an industrial
mobile app with over a billion active users. Although these two
test cases’ third test steps have different descriptions, i.e., “user
confirms” and “user selects ‘confirm’ ”, the two steps are supposed
to be mapped to the same test API method (as illustrated in the
bottom of Figure 1).
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measurement based on Relaxed Word Mover’s Distance to
analyze the similarity of test steps.
• High-Quality and Adjustable Test Step Clustering. We develop
a technique to combine hierarchical agglomerative clustering and K-means clustering post-refinement to derive highquality and manually-adjustable clustering results.
• Evaluation and Discussion. We implement our approach with
a supporting tool named Clustep, and conduct an evaluation, whose results demonstrate high effectiveness of our
approach. We also discuss the failure cases (i.e., cases where
our approach fails) and discuss multiple issues and limitations in the existing practice of writing NL test steps.

including text classification [12], machine translation [35], and reading comprehension [5]. Word2vec [21] can be viewed as one-layer
fully-connected autoencoder neural network that generates word
embeddings. Word embeddings are high-dimension number vectors
that represent the words. The embeddings can capture the semantic and syntactic meanings of words and logical relations. Various
approaches have been proposed to represent sentences or passages
in embeddings [13] and measure sentence or document distance
by embeddings of their contained words [11]. Our proposed approach leverages word embeddings, but includes new techniques
tailored for test steps. Clustering techniques [9] can classify patterns or data items into groups (i.e., clusters). Popular clustering
techniques include K-means [17], DBSCAN [6], GMM [24], and Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering [29]. Our proposed approach
combines existing clustering techniques to address domain-specific
requirements in our application setting.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. §2 discusses
related work. §3 states the preliminaries. §4 presents our approach
in detail. §5 discusses the implementation. §6 presents the evaluation and discussion. §7 discusses failure cases and threats of validity.
§8 concludes the paper.

2

3

PRELIMINARIES

Objective. Our approach is a clustering approach—the clustering
result is a partition of the given set of test steps. The objective of our
approach is to produce manually adjustable clusters for achieving
high clustering accuracy, while minimizing the number of clusters.
First, the high accuracy is defined as minimizing inconsistency
between the produced clustering results and the ground-truth results. We use the widely-used F-score [19, 30] as the evaluation
metric for the clustering. Higher accuracy indicates less manual
post-adjustment needed. Second, minimizing the number of clusters
is also highly important in our objective. Fewer clusters indicate
fewer test API methods needed to be implemented. To produce
fewer clusters while still achieving high clustering accuracy, we
can leverage the parameters in test API methods to distinguish
different but sufficiently similar test steps. Third, the clustering
results shall be amenable to manual adjustment. Since there exists
no guarantee for the clustering results to be 100% correct, manual
adjustment is needed in practice of applying the approach. It is
expected that the approach supports real-time manual adjustment
including cluster splitting, cluster merging, and changing cluster
attribution of individual samples.
Dataset Setting and Characteristics. We study the manually
constructed test cases for testing WeChat, a large industrial mobile
app with over a billion active users. Table 1 shows some basic
statistics of the dataset.
This dataset can serve as a reasonable representative of system
test cases for a large industrial app for three main reasons. First,
the dataset structure is standardized. All test cases are manually
written in a typical structured format. Second, the dataset is clean.
There are no unfinished nor invalid test cases. Third, the dataset
size is relatively large. There are several thousands of test steps.
In particular, the dataset consists of a set of test cases. Each test
case contains five fields: Target System, Business Type, Main Executor, Case Description, and Test Description. The “Test Description”
field is a sequence of test steps. We consider the clustering of all
test steps across all test cases. From manual inspection of existing
test API methods, besides test steps themselves, considering only
the Main Executor field of the belonging test case is sufficient to
know the mappings from test steps to test API methods. Thus, we

RELATED WORK

Our work aims for automating test automation and is closely related
to clustering and natural language processing.
Automating Test Automation. The concept of automating
test automation is proposed by Thummalapenta et al. [32]. Their
work proposes an approach to infer a sequence of action-targetdata tuples from test cases manually written in NL. Their work
uses POS Tagger [34] to annotate words and then calculates dependencies and grammar relationships between the words. The
differences between their work and ours are two folds. First, their
work uses traditional POS analysis for extracting a certain type
of relation (i.e., “action” done on “target” using “data”) by sentence structure analysis and field filling using literal entities. Their
work cannot detect similarities between test steps, while our work
makes use of similarities. Second, their work specifically generates
DOM UI test cases for web applications, whereas our work is more
general—it can be used whenever test steps are available. Little
and Miller [15] translate keyword commands to executable code by
keyword matching. Recent progress comes from Wang et al. [37],
whose work generates system tests based on NL requirements using
keyword/transformation rule matching and word relation extraction. All the preceding work uses traditional NLP techniques and
relies on human-encoded rules to extract certain types of relations.
On manual analysis of use cases, Fantechi et al. [7] and Sinha
et al. [28] use linguistic techniques to analyze use cases. The automatic test generation approach proposed by Sinha et al. [28], though
preliminary, can be seen as a step toward automating test automation. Another direction for test automation (e.g., Text2Test [27],
CoTester [18], and Cucumber [4]) is to write use cases and test
cases using scripting languages, which are both human friendly
and machine friendly.
In contrast to the related work, our work can effectively detect
the semantic similarities between general NL test steps without
any human supervision or tagging. Moreover, our work does not
rely on use cases or test cases written in scripting languages.
Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Clustering. Neural networks and deep learning have boosted NLP in recent year,
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these two steps into one cluster, which is then assigned a single
test API method.
We next describe each technique in detail, and also discuss multiple variants of our approach.

Table 1: Dataset statistics. “#” stands for “number”. “Avg.”
stands for “Average”.
# Test Cases
# Distinct Target Systems
# Distinct Business Types
# Distinct Main Executors
# Distinct Case Descriptions

745
10
127
125
512

# Test Steps
# Distinct Test Steps
# Distinct Words in Test Description
Avg. # Words per Test Description
Avg. Word Frequency

3, 664
1, 379
718
4.043
20.63

4.1

consider only these two fields in our approach. In a sense, each
test step can be viewed as a ⟨Main Executor, Test Description⟩ tuple,
where both fields are described in NL.
Figure 1 shows the examples of NL test cases including test steps
and a mapped test API method. As we can see, the Test Description
fields specify test actions. The Main Executor fields (not shown in
the figure) typically specify the identity of action initiator, such
as “Authenticated User”, “Manager”, and “Merchant”. The test API
methods have no parameter, because the data generated during
testing is either handled by the implementation of test API methods
or handled by our testing infrastructure.
From Table 1 and Figure 1, we have four main observations. First,
these test steps use limited words: only 718 distinct words occur
in 3, 664 test steps. Second, these test steps are highly duplicated:
there are only 1, 379 distinct test steps. Third, the grammatical
structure of these test steps is simple and monotonic, mainly following the “user+verb.+object” form. Fourth, synonyms are prevalent: from manual inspection, we find that synonyms such as “confirm”/“accept”, “click”/“choose” frequently occur. Related work [32]
also observes similar NL characteristics from manually written use
cases and test cases. The design of our approach makes use of these
characteristics.

4

Preprocessing

Dataset preprocessing is the first stage of our approach. We split
each test case field’s text to an ordered list of words. To avoid bias
from scarce words and irregular expressions, we remove all words
that occur only once over the whole corpus. Furthermore, we also
remove stop words, i.e., words that frequently occur but have no
actual meaning. As a result, we remove 21 words and keep 697
words. After this procedure, all fields of test steps are sequences of
notional words.
Then, we label domain-specific phrases as a single word. From
manual inspection, we find that domain-specific phrases frequently
occur, but similar phrases can result in totally different meanings.
For example, “complete registered payer” and “simplified registered
payer” have two words in common, but they are treated as distinct
entities, and they correspond to different test API methods. Previously, we have maintained a terminology list for human test step
writers to regularize the wording. We parse this terminology list
and label each of these phrases in the list as a single word.

4.2

Training of Word Embeddings

Word embeddings, i.e., high-dimension number vectors, are trained
to represent words. Fine-trained word embeddings preserve semantic and syntactic meanings of the words in the vector space [21].
Motivation. The dataset statistics (Table 1) show that the domain of test cases is dense in terms of words, i.e., the whole corpus
uses limited words (718) and an individual word occurs with high
frequency (20.63) on average. Therefore, although the size of the
dataset is relatively small, the high density still supplies sufficient
samples to learn the word embeddings. This characteristic differentiates test steps from data in other domains with similar size.
Model. We use word2vec [21], concretely, the skip-gram model,
for word embedding training. To apply skip-gram, we use all pairs
of co-occurring words as the input. “Co-occurring words” explicitly
denote the words located closely to each other in a sentence or
phrase. The motivation of the training scheme is that the neighboring words represent the context and imply the meaning of this word.
This motivation also holds with test steps. For example, “return”
and “cancel” have similar meanings in test steps, and they both
co-occur with “choose”, ”previous”, etc.
Improvements. Although the preceding observation indicates
that only the Test Description and Main Executor fields are useful
for clustering test steps, to better learn the context, we consider all
test case fields including the Case Description field to construct the
training dataset.
The training dataset is the set of adjacent word pairs. However,
the fields of test steps are relatively short (on average only 4.043
words, see Table 1), so adjacent word pairs are limited. To mitigate
this issue, we observe that test steps inside a test case are ordered
by sequence, i.e., except the head and tail, each test step has its
adjacent steps. Thus, we take adjacent steps into consideration by

APPROACH

The overview of our approach is shown in Figure 2. First, we do
preprocessing for all test steps. The preprocessing parses the Test
Description sentences and Main Executor phrases to the lists of notional words. Then, we feed the lists to train domain-specific word
embeddings using word2vec [21]. The word embeddings encode the
words as numerical vectors, where the mutual distances capture the
word semantic similarities. After that, given the word embeddings,
we compute the pairwise test step distance using RMWD-based distance measurement [11]. Finally, the test steps are clustered using
our effective combination of hierarchical agglomerative clustering [29] and K-means clustering [17].
Running Example. The bottom of Figure 2 shows a running
example. First, the input dataset has two test steps whose Test
Description fields are “User chooses return.” and “User chooses
cancel.”. After preprocessing, the sentences are parsed to a list of
words in their stem form, where “User chooses return.” becomes
[“user”, “choose”, “return”]. Then, we collect all occurring
words in the dataset and train domain-specific word embeddings.
As a result, each test step can be viewed as a list of word vectors.
After that, we compute the pairwise test step distance based on
the word vectors using RMWD-based distance measurement. For
example, the distance between the preceding two test steps can be
as small as 0.1 due to the semantic similarity between “return” and
“cancel”. Finally, we use our effective clustering technique to group
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Word Embedding
Training

Distance
Measurement

· · ·
· · ·
“User chooses return.”
“User chooses cancel.”
…

[“user”, “choose”, “return”]
[“user”, “choose”, “cancel”]
…

0

13.2

8.7

12.1

0.1

13.2

0

5.6

3.2

21.4

8.7

5.6

0

2.7

7.8

12.1

3.2

2.7

0

0.2

0.1

21.4

7.8

0.2

0

[(0.5,1.5,…), …, (1.1, 1.2, …)]
[(0.5,1.5,…), …, (1.0, 1.1, …)]
…

PostRefinement

Clustering

𝐷!" = 0.1, …

𝑠!, 𝑠" , …

𝑠!, 𝑠" , …

Figure 2: An overview of our approach. The running example is shown in the bottom. The word embedding training is based
on word2vec. The distance measurement is relaxed word mover’s distance (RWMD). The clustering is based on hierarchical
agglomerative clustering, and is further refined by K-means.
concatenating the whole sequence of test steps in each test case to
form a single long sentence to generate word pairs.
Use of Pre-trained Model Weights. We initialize the word embeddings using pre-trained word2vec model weights for common
words on a large mixed corpus [22]. The word embeddings have 300
dimensions. The pre-trained model weights initialize 87.80% (612)
of the total 697 words. We compute the mean and standard derivation of these 612 words and initialize the other words by sampling
over the normalized distribution parameterized by this mean and
standard derivation. Although the pre-trained model contains word
embeddings for over 1 million common words, there are still only
87.80% of test-step words that can be initialized. This result indicates that the language domain of test cases is relatively specific,
justifying the inevitability of retraining over this special corpus
rather than directly using the pre-trained model.
Training Results. We calculate the pairwise likelihood between
co-occurring words as the indicator of word embedding quality
(the higher likelihood the better).
After initialization from the pre-trained model, the initial likelihood is just around 70%, indicating the large domain discrepancy
between the general language context and the test step language
domain. The discrepancy is shrunk quickly—after 6 epochs, the likelihood exceeds 90%. The overall process takes less than 5 minutes
on a typical laptop CPU.
Variant: RNN (RNNEmbed). A variant of our technique is to
use the recurrent neural network (RNN) [25], which is widely used
in NLP. We adopt long short-term memory based RNN [8] for our
application setting. We build an RNN language model similar to the
RNN for widely used Penn Treebank dataset [20]. In each iteration,
for test steps, we feed the Main Executor field concatenated with the
Test Description field as sentences. The model is trained to convergence in 30 epochs and 5 min. Then, we retrieve the weights of word
embedding layer and directly use them as the word embeddings.
We denote this variant RNNEmbed.

4.3

calculation of WMD is too costly, but the relaxed lower bound
RWMD can be efficiently computed. The tightness of the bound
and the efficiency are verified in multiple classical NLP tasks [11].
Formally, for word 𝑤𝑖 , we use 𝑓𝑖 to denote its number of occurrences in the current sentence, and then we represent the sentence
by normalized word frequency vector x, where each component
Í
𝑥𝑖 = 𝑓𝑖 / 𝑗 𝑓 𝑗 encodes the normalized frequency of word 𝑤𝑖 . Let
the vector v𝑖 denote the word embedding of word 𝑤𝑖 that we have
obtained in §4.2. On two sentences x and x ′ , the RWMD distance
is defined as below:

RWMD(x, x ′ ) = max ℓ1 (x, x ′ ), ℓ2 (x, x ′ ) , where
′

ℓ1 (x, x ) =

𝑛
Õ

𝑡𝑖,𝑗 ∥v𝑖 − v 𝑗 ∥2

s.t. 𝑡𝑖,𝑗 =

′
𝑡𝑖,𝑗
∥v𝑖 − v 𝑗 ∥2

′
s.t. 𝑡𝑖,𝑗
=

𝑖,𝑗 =1

ℓ2 (x, x′ ) =

𝑛
Õ
𝑖,𝑗 =1

(
𝑥𝑖 ,

𝑗 = argmin 𝑗 ∥v𝑖 − v 𝑗 ∥2

0;
( ′
𝑥𝑗,

otherwise
𝑖 = argmin𝑖 ∥v𝑖 − v 𝑗 ∥2

0.

otherwise

Another lower bound of WMD is Word Centroid Distance:
𝑛
𝑛
Õ
Õ
WCD(x, x ′ ) =
𝑥𝑖 vi −
𝑥 𝑗 vj .
𝑖=1

𝑗=1

2

Combining these two lower bounds, we develop the final distance
metric 𝑑 (x, x ′ ) = max(WCD(x, x ′ ), RWMD(x, x ′ )).
We calculate the distance between the Main Executor and the
Test Description fields of test steps separately. All pairs of Main
Executor distances and Test Description distances are normalized
to the same mean. Then, the final distance between two test steps,
denoted as 𝑑, is the weighted sum of the distance of these two
fields, namely 𝑑 1 and 𝑑 2 . Let 𝑤 ME be the relative weight of the Main
Executor field with respect to the Test Description field, we have
𝑑 = 𝑤 ME𝑑 1 + 𝑑 2 . From a search on the parameters, we find that
𝑤 ME = 0.075 yields the best performance.
Variants: Vectorization Based Measurements. Another category of measurements is based on the vector representation of test
steps. We next introduce multiple variants that generate numerical
vectors for test steps. Then we use the Euclidean distance of the
corresponding vectors as the metric.
The TF-IDF (Term Frequency times Inverse Document Frequency)
is a classical numerical statistic intended to reflect the word importance to a document in the corpus [23]. Formally, let 𝑚 denote the
number of words, and all words comprise the set {𝑤𝑖 : 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚}.
TF (tf𝑡,𝑖 ) is the number of occurrences of the word 𝑤𝑖 in field 𝑡. It

Measurement of Test-Step Similarity

Kusner et al. [11] propose a fast and efficient sentence distance
measurement—Relaxed Word Mover’s Distance (RWMD). RWMD
is a tight lower bound of Word Mover’s Distance (WMD). WMD uses
Euclidean distance of word embeddings as the word transformation
cost and measures the sentence distance by the minimum cost of
transforming each word from one sentence to the other. The direct
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measures the local word frequency. Let 𝑁 denote the number of test
steps, and 𝑛𝑖 denote the number of test steps where word 𝑤𝑖 occurs.
IDF (idf𝑖 ) measures the global word importance: idf𝑖 = log2 (𝑁 /𝑛𝑖 ).
TF-IDF Based Vectorization (TFIDF). We can represent test steps
by TF-IDF field vectors. For each field 𝑓 ∈ {ME, TS}, define tfidf𝑡,𝑖,𝑓 =
tf𝑡,𝑖,𝑓 ×idf𝑖,𝑓 to measure the weight of each word 𝑤𝑖 . Then the field is
represented by the vector [tfidf1,𝑓 , tfidf2,𝑓 , . . . , tfidf𝑚,𝑓 ] ⊤ . Let 𝑤 ME
be an adjustable weight parameter similar to before, and z1, z2 are
such vectors of the two fields, respectively. The weighted normalized concatenation, (𝑤 ME z1 ) ⊕ z2 , is the TF-IDF based vectorization
of the test step. Given that the vectorization is relatively sparse as
each field has only a few words, we apply PCA [10] to reduce the
vector dimension to 200. We denote this variant by TFIDF.
Word Embedding + IDF Vectorization (IDFEmbed). Because IDF
measures the global word importance, another vectorization technique is the IDF weighted sum of word embeddings. Compared to
TF-IDF based vectorization, this vectorization technique benefits
from word embeddings. We denote this variant by IDFEmbed.
RNN (RNNHidden). The RNN language model that we have
trained (§4.2) can provide not only word embeddings but also sentence embeddings. Concretely, after the RNN model receives the
test step sentence as the input, on each word, the LSTM neurons
of the model have a “hidden memory” of the current state, which
is a numerical vector. We compute the average of these vectors
from each word as the test step vector. We denote this variant by
RNNHidden.

4.4

Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering
with K-means Post-Refinement

To this point, we attain the pairwise distance between test steps.
We can then apply the clustering algorithm.
Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering. In Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering [29], at first, each sample is a cluster, and
then the algorithm iteratively merges two nearest clusters together
until there is only one cluster remaining. The merging criterion
is choosing the pair of clusters that have the minimum average
distance between all pairs of their elements. Thus, a binary tree
indicating the cluster hierarchy can be constructed. Using this feature, the clustering results support manual adjustment: the split
operation is to replace a cluster by two children clusters that are
merged to form the cluster; the merge operation is to replace two
children clusters by their parent cluster; the individual attribution
adjustment is to change the placement of a subtree.
K-means Post-Refinement. The downside of hierarchical agglomerative clustering is that the merging criterion cares only about
the entire optimality, but not single-sample optimality, i.e., samples
may not be assigned to their closest cluster. Moreover, hierarchical
agglomerative clustering considers only the cluster average distance. A small cluster might be close to some instances of a large
one, but with large average distance, the small cluster cannot be
merged.
To mitigate these limitations while reducing the number of clusters, we conduct K-means clustering [17] for post-refinement. In
K-means, first, we generate 𝑘 initial “means” from random sampling
from the dataset. Then, in each iteration, we execute the following two steps: (1) assign each sample to the closest cluster by the

Euclidean distance; (2) recalculate the new cluster means from the
new sample assignments. The algorithm terminates when reaching
convergence, i.e., no cluster attribution changes.
Our approach uses hierarchical agglomerative clustering as the
initialization of K-means clustering, and then executes the iteration routine of K-means until convergence. We also consistently
remove empty clusters at the end of each iteration routine. Compared to pure hierarchical agglomerative clustering, K-means postrefinement strictly guarantees that every sample is assigned to
its nearest cluster, i.e., the assignment brings sample-wise optimum. Additionally, the removal of empty clusters reduces the number of clusters. Compared to pure K-means clustering, our combined clustering algorithm is deterministic. Note that K-means
post-refinement converges fast. For our 3, 664 test steps, K-means
post-refinement on average runs 6.369 iterations. Each iteration
costs only 5 seconds.
Preserving Manual Adjustment Availability. Given that Kmeans post-refinement destroys the tree structure of hierarchical
agglomerative clustering results, we recover, or more precisely,
reconstruct the tree structure using the following three steps: (1) run
“local” hierarchical agglomerative clustering inside each cluster,
yielding a cluster hierarchical binary tree for each cluster; (2) run
“global” hierarchical agglomerative clustering where each cluster
is viewed as a single data point; the clustering finally merges all
clusters to a single one; (3) concatenate the “local” hierarchical
tree of each cluster to the “global” hierarchical tree. Note that the
leaf nodes of the “global” tree and the root nodes of the “local”
trees represent the same set of clusters, and thus the concatenation
is straightforward. With the tree structure, we support manual
adjustments including cluster splitting, merging, and individual
attribution adjustment on the K-means post-refined results.

4.5

Summary

Combining these preceding techniques forms our approach Clustep and Clustep+. Clustep uses retrained word2vec word embeddings with our proposed RWMD-based metric and then applies
hierarchical agglomerative clustering. Clustep+ further applies
K-means post-refinement to reduce the number of clusters. At the
expense, Clustep+ may sacrifice some degree of global optimum,
i.e., yielding worse cluster accuracy.
Some variants of the approach are also available and evaluated in §6. RNNEmbed uses word embeddings from an RNN language model and measures the test step distance with RWMD.
RNNHidden uses the sentence embeddings from the RNN language model, and measures the Euclidean distance as the test step
distance. TFIDF uses TF-IDF based vectorization with hierarchical
agglomerative clustering. IDFEmbed uses word embeddings from
Clustep, additionally weighted by IDF. We also evaluate the corresponding K-means post-refinement version for RNNEmbed and
IDFEmbed, and they are denoted as RNNEmbed+ and IDFEmbed+, respectively. Finally, Dedup is the baseline approach in §6,
where two test steps are clustered together if and only if both fields
of these test steps are exactly the same after preprocessing.
Table 2 summarizes all these approaches and variants.
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Table 2: Overview of approaches and their techniques. Clustep and Clustep+ are our main approach.
Preprocessing

Approach
Baseline

Dedup

✓

Approach
Variants

TFIDF
IDFEmbed
IDFEmbed+
RNNEmbed
RNNEmbed+
RNNHidden

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Clustep
Clustep+

✓
✓

Main Approach

Embedding
Word2vec RNN

TF

IDF

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Measurement
Euclidean RWMD
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

6

Clustering
Agglo. K-means

✓
✓

✓

EVALUATION

To assess our approach, we conduct an evaluation on a large-scale
test case dataset of WeChat, an industrial mobile app with over a
billion active users. In particular, we intend to answer the following
two main research questions:
• RQ1: How effectively can our approach improve over related
approaches?
• RQ2: How much does each of our techniques contribute to
the overall effectiveness achieved by our approach?
We first describe how we generate the clustering ground truth
from test API method implementations and then discuss the results
for addressing the preceding research questions.

Figure 3: The UI screenshot of Clustep.

6.1
5

Ground Truth Generation

We have the access to the test API method implementations for
the test steps used in our evaluation. The bottom part of Figure
1 shows an example. Before the work in this paper, to reduce the
number of test API methods and save maintenance cost, we merged
test API methods with similar implementations. As a close approximation, we extracted the function call sequences using Python’s
ast package, compared the sequence equivalence, and merged test
API methods with identical sequences. After that, we produced the
ground truth for clustering accuracy evaluation by putting all test
steps implemented by the same test API method to the same cluster.
We remark that the generated ground truth is more based on
implementation similarity of test steps than semantic similarity.
We generate ground truth from implementation similarity because
in this way, the test steps in the same ground truth cluster can
surely be implemented by a single test API method. Thus, the
criterion directly aligns with our goal of reducing test API methods
to implement.

IMPLEMENTATION

We implement our approach with a supporting tool named Clustep
mainly in Python. Critical modules such as clustering and distance
computation are written in C++ for acceleration. To enable manual
result adjustment, our tool also includes web-based UI using Django.
The tool has been integrated into the testing system deployed for
the WeChat testing practice.
Given an entire set of NL test cases, the tool produces the clustering results of the test steps included in the test set. Based on
the clustering results, for each NL test case, the tool produces an
executable test case by the following two steps: (1) replace each test
step in the test case with the call of the test API method whose
corresponding cluster includes the test step; and (2) compose sequentially these test API method calls.
Runtime Cost. Except word embedding training, the pipeline
within the tool runs within 40 s on Intel Xeon E5-2650 CPU using a single core, including preprocessing, distance calculation,
and hierarchical agglomerative clustering. If we additionally use
K-means post-refinement, then the pipeline within the tool runs
within 300 s. The word embedding training takes 15 min to reach
over 90% likelihood but it needs to be executed only once.
User Interface. The user interface screenshot is shown in Figure 3. The UI supports all aforementioned manual adjustments.
Besides, the UI recommends cluster candidates for adjustment, recommends cluster names, and shows the inner taxonomy of each
cluster. Further details are omitted due to the space limit.

6.2

Evaluation Metric

We evaluate the clustering accuracy using the F score on the test
steps with ground truth clusters. The F score (also called 𝐹 1 score)
has wide applications in statistics, machine learning, and NLP [19,
30, 33]. The F score considers each pair of different test steps: if the
pair of test steps belongs to the same ground-truth cluster, and is
assigned to the same cluster, the pair is a true positive instance; if
the pair belongs to different ground-truth clusters, but is assigned
to the same cluster, the pair is a false positive instance; if the pair
belongs to the same ground-truth cluster, but is assigned to different
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Table 3: Comparison of clustering accuracy measured by F
score for both strict and loose settings. The highest numbers
for both settings are bolded. The baseline approach is Dedup.
In the strict setting, the number of clusters is required to be
fewer or equal to 600. In the loose setting, there is no limit
on the number of clusters. Note that Dedup does not support
adjustment on the number of clusters.
Strict Setting
Best F Score # Cls. of Best

Approach

evaluated using the F score. Except for the baseline, all evaluated
approaches have two adjustable parameters: the number of clusters
and adjustable weights for the Main Executor field (𝑤 ME ). Following
a suggested practice [2], we do a random search on these parameters
and select the best parameters for each approach.
Note that these approaches are all deterministic. These approaches,
even including the ones with K-means post-refinement, have no
randomness because of deterministic initialization from hierarchical agglomerative clustering. Thus, for each setting, the approach
needs to run only once.
We consider two evaluation settings: strict setting and loose setting. In the strict setting, we require the number of clusters to be
smaller or equal to 600, and consider only clustering results satisfying this constraint. In the loose setting, we discard this constraint.
A smaller number of clusters mean fewer test API methods to be
implemented, while a larger number of clusters may have better
cluster accuracy. The threshold 600 is determined empirically from
the number of clusters (1, 719) achieved by the baseline Dedup, and
the total number of test steps (3, 664). Since the clustering quality
is dependent on the adjustable number of clusters, in the strict
setting, for each approach, we let the number of clusters be 10, 20,
..., 590, 600 after agglomerative hierarchical clustering. For some
approaches, we then run K-means post-refinement for each of these
numbers of clusters. After that, we measure the best F score of each
approach for all these numbers of clusters. In the loose setting, we
remove the constraint on the number of clusters, and measure the
best F score similarly. Table 3 shows the detailed results for both
settings.

Loose Setting
Best F Score # Cls. of Best

Baseline

Dedup

/

/

45.35%

1, 719

Approach
Variants

TFIDF
IDFEmbed
IDFEmbed+
RNNEmbed
RNNEmbed+
RNNHidden

14.44%
65.50%
67.20%
50.57%
65.08%
35.27%

590
570
567
600
440
600

68.28%
79.43%
83.22%
80.61%
82.40%
51.64%

1, 320
1, 310
1, 241
1, 160
863
790

Main
Approach

Clustep
Clustep+

80.87%
81.55%

600
586

83.43%
82.86%

1, 090
1, 345

F Score by Number of Clusters
0.8
0.7

F Score

0.6
0.5
Dedup
TFIDF
IDFEmbed
IDFEmbed+
RNNEmbed
RNNEmbed+
RNNHidden
Clustep
Clustep+

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

200

400

600

800

1000

RQ1: How effectively can our approach improve
over related approaches?
1200

1400

1600

1800

Strict Setting. The left part of Table 3 shows the results. The F score,
as mentioned earlier, is the measurement of clustering accuracy. Our
Clustep+ approach is designed for this setting. The table shows that
our approach (achieving 81.55%) is substantially better than other
variants (at best 67.20%), as expected. Especially, when compared
with the baseline, our approach’s F score is 79.8% better (81.55% vs
45.35%) and the number of clusters is 65.9% fewer (586 vs 1, 719). The
main reason for the improvement is the effective reduction on the
number of clusters from K-means post-refinement and the strength
of RWMD-based measurement combined with word embeddings.
Loose Setting. The best clustering accuracy is shown in the
right part of Table 3. Our Clustep approach is designed for this setting. The table shows that our approach achieves the best clustering
accuracy (83.43%), being much better than the baseline (45.35%).
Other variants also achieve good clustering accuracy, such as 83.22%
achieved by IDFEmbed+ and 82.40% achieved by RNNEmbed+.
We further discuss the implication of this result in RQ2.
In both settings, our approach, including Clustep and Clustep+,
achieves the best clustering accuracy, and is substantially better
than the baseline approach Dedup.

# Clusters

Figure 4: Clustering accuracy (measured by F score) with respect to the number of clusters. Our main approach, Clustep
and Clustep+, is shown in the bolded blue dashed line and
bolded blue solid line, respectively. The black point represents the baseline approach (Dedup). All other lines represent the approach variants. In the middle, the blue vertical
line labels the constraint 600 on the number of clusters separating the strict and loose settings.
clusters, the pair is a false negative instance; if the pair belongs to
different ground-truth clusters, and is assigned to different clusters,
the pair is a true negative instance. With 𝑇 𝑃, 𝐹 𝑃, 𝐹 𝑁 , 𝑇 𝑁 used to
denote the number of these instances, respectively, from 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
and 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙, the F score is defined as
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 := 𝑇 𝑃/(𝑇 𝑃 + 𝐹 𝑃),

𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 := 𝑇 𝑃/(𝑇 𝑃 + 𝐹 𝑁 ),

𝐹 := 2 ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙/(𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙).
Easily seen, the F score lies in range [0, 1]. A larger F score indicates
better clustering quality.

6.3

Time Savings. We estimate the actual time savings using our
approach. From actual practice, we find that it takes an experienced
human tester 5 min to write a test API method, and it takes a familiar
user of our tool 1 min to adjust an incorrect cluster. Therefore, without our tool, transforming test steps to test API methods takes about

Evaluation Setup

We conduct our evaluation on the dataset from our large industrial
mobile app WeChat, as mentioned earlier (§3). All approaches are
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18 000 min (3, 664 test steps ×5 min); while with our tool, transforming test steps to test API methods takes about 3000 min (586 test
steps ×5 min + (586 × 81.55%) incorrect clusters ×1 min). With 10
human testers, the whole transforming process is estimated to last
only 5 hr instead of 30 hr—our tool saves enormous time.
Besides, after clustering, we need to implement much fewer test
API methods. There are 9.105 lines of code on average for each
test API method. Now we need to implement only 586 test API
methods instead of 3, 664, and thus the estimated saved lines of
code are 28, 000. Also, fewer lines of code substantially save the
maintenance cost.

Table 4: Ablation study for K-means post-refinement under
the strict setting. Column “+” shows the F score with Kmeans post-refinement, and Column “-” shows the F score
without it.
Approach Variants
IDFEmbed/IDFEmbed+
RNNEmbed/RNNEmbed+
Clustep/Clustep+

RQ2: How much does each of our techniques
contribute to the overall effectiveness achieved
by our approach?
Clustep and Clustep+ use four major techniques: domain-specific
preprocessing, word2vec word embedding training, RWMD-based
step distance measurement, and hierarchical agglomerative clustering with K-means post-refinement. In Figure 4, to analyze the
effect of each technique, we plot the clustering accuracy of different
approaches and the variants with respect to the number of clusters.
Domain-Specific Preprocessing. All the evaluated approaches
use domain-specific preprocessing, including the baseline. Before
preprocessing, all 3, 000+ test steps are different in at least one field,
and cannot be clustered together. With the preprocessing including
low-frequency word removal, domain phrase concatenation, and
stop word removal, even simple baseline Dedup reaches 45.35%
F score and removes over half of clusters.
Word Embedding Training and RWMD-Based Distance. Except Dedup, TFIDF, and RNNHidden, other approach variants
and our main approach all use word embeddings. Among them,
IDFEmbed, IDFEmbed+, Clustep, and Clustep+ use word2vec
trained word embeddings combined with RWMD-based distance
measurement. RNNEmbed and RNNEmbed+ use RNN trained
word embeddings with RWMD-based distance measurement.
From Table 3 and Figure 4, we find that word embeddings and
RWMD-based distance jointly improve the clustering accuracy and
reduce the number of clusters substantially. Under the loose setting, the approaches with word embeddings and RWMD-based distance measurement achieve clustering accuracy of 79.43% − 83.43%.
However, without these techniques, Dedup and TFIDF have only
45.35% and 68.28% clustering accuracy. RNNHidden achieves only
51.64%. The gap between the variants with and without these techniques is larger than 10%. Similar trends can be observed under the
strict setting.
The main reason is that word embeddings map semantically
similar words to similar embeddings [11, 13, 21] and the RWMDbased distance measurement effectively measures the similarity
of test steps from the similarity of their word embeddings [11].
Therefore, semantically similar test steps are correctly clustered
together, unlike the baseline Dedup, the variant TFIDF, or existing
approaches in the literature [31, 32]. These baseline and variants
treat distinct words as equally different ones. RNNHidden uses
sentence embeddings directly extracted from RNN neurons. This
approach is shown to be powerful in a large and diversified NLP
corpus [14, 16]. However, our test step corpus has small size and
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65.60%
50.57%
80.87%

+
67.20%
65.08%
81.55%

Improvement
+1.70%
+14.51%
+0.68%

short document length. These characteristics pose difficulties in
learning sentence embeddings from RNN.
K-Means Post-Refinement. K-means post-refinement is particularly proposed for the strict setting. Thus, we do ablation study
under this setting, and the results are shown in the left part of
Figure 4 and Table 4. In Figure 4, the left side of the vertical line
corresponds to the strict setting. We can observe that Clustep+ in
the blue solid line is substantially better than Clustep in the blue
dashed line under the same number of clusters. If we further reduce
the number of clusters from 600 to 400 or 200, the advantage of
K-means post-refinement becomes much more pronounced. For
example, with 400 clusters, Clustep has roughly only 35% F score
while Clustep+ achieves over 64%. In Table 4, each variant with
suffix “+” is the K-means post-refinement version of that without
“+”, so the pairs can be directly compared. K-means post-refinement,
as expected, improves the clustering accuracy for different variants
ranging from 0.68% to 14.51%. We note that sometimes the improvements are small. The reason could be reaching the performance
limit of the current approach pipeline as increasing the number of
clusters cannot improve much (see Figure 4). Further analysis is
left to future work.
All these techniques contribute to the overall effectiveness. From
the preceding discussion, we rank the importance from high to
low as domain-specific preprocessing, word embeddings combined
with RWMD-based distance, and K-means post-refinement. On the
other hand, as indicated in Figure 4, the performance is in some
degree independent of how the word embeddings are trained (e.g.,
by word2vec in Clustep or by RNN in RNNEmbed), or how the
different keywords are weighted (e.g., equally-weighted in Clustep
or IDF-weighted in IDFEmbed), because all these variants have
very similar performance.

7

DISCUSSION

In this section, we first present a study of failing causes for suggesting future directions. We then discuss threats to validity.

7.1

Study of Failing Causes

Despite the satisfactory clustering results, there are still incorrect
clusters. We manually inspect the best clustering results under the
strict setting (𝐹 = 81.55% from Clustep+), and analyze the failing
causes of our approach. The incorrect cluster examples are shown
in Figure 5. We next summarize the four main causes of incorrect
clusters, and Figure 6 shows the frequency statistics of each cause.
The statistics of Figure 6 are calibrated from independent studies
of two researchers to assure soundness.
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No.

Main Executor

Test Description

Pred. Label

1
3
4
6

User
Complete User
User
Complete User

user chooses to agree
user chooses to agree
user chooses not to agree
user chooses not to agree

1
1
1
1

“picture”. The reason is that the difference in a single word may
be diluted when all other words are similar.
The most common causes, A and B, reveal that professional
knowledge should be provided, e.g., when the Main Executor matters and when the implementation can be the same. Without this
knowledge, even human cannot decide correctly. These two causes
account for roughly 66% of incorrect clusters. This large portion
reflects that the ambiguity and language inconsistency of NL test
steps in industrial apps is the major cause of failure. As a solution,
we propose to require the human test step writers to explicitly tag
the specific objects that have context-specific meanings. We have
not collected large enough data to study the effectiveness of this
new principle, and we leave the study as future work.
Cause C calls for better word embedding training algorithms,
especially learning accurate word embeddings when the dataset
size is limited. For cause D, we have tried some heuristics such as
manually labeling some special words as keywords such as “not”,
“fail”, “logout”, and “wrong”. However, we find that in many other
cases, these words should be ignored instead. For example, “user
chooses not to input password” has the same test API method
as “user chooses to ignore password input”. As a result, without
considering the context, such heuristics bring even worse results,
reaching only 54.5% F score. We believe that better context handling
techniques, or a more regularized writing style of test steps, could
be helpful to handle cause D.

(a)

No.

Main Executor

Test Description

Pred. Label

1
2
3
6

User
Complete User
Auth. User
Simple User

user chooses to confirm
user chooses to confirm
user chooses to confirm
user chooses to confirm

2
2
2
2

7

Complete User

feedback info. failed, go to 9

3

(b)

No.

Main Executor

Test Description

Pred. Label

1
2
3

Auth. User
User
User

user chooses “upload personal ID”
user chooses to upload personal ID
user chooses “upload personal ID picture”

5
5
5

(c)

Figure 5: Incorrect cluster examples for failing cause analysis. Each table corresponds to a ground truth cluster. Gray
rows show wrong samples. The “Pred. Label” shows the cluster label predicted by our approach.
Failing Causes Frequency Statistics
D (10)
13.9%

A (25)
34.7%

19.4%

C (14)

7.2

Threats to Validity

The preceding study shows an internal threat: the implementation
similarity of test API methods may be different from the semantic
similarity of test steps. However, our high clustering accuracy indicates that these cases are relatively rare. Another threat comes from
the incremental gains from K-means post-refinement in some cases.
We plan to conduct a further study on K-means post-refinement in
future work.
A major external threat is related to whether the proposed approach and the evaluation can be generalized well to other similar
scenarios. The approach itself is general enough for any NL test
steps sharing the structures and characteristics shown in §3, and
existing studies on NL test cases [32] indicate that these characteristics are not rare. However, it is currently hard to evaluate the
approach for these similar scenarios since few test case datasets are
publicly available.

31.9%
B (23)

Figure 6: Failing cause statistics out of 72 incorrect clusters
from the 586 clusters in total. A, B, C, and D correspond to
those in §7. Each of the numbers in the parenthesis denotes
the number of clusters falling into each category.
A Independence between test API method implementation similarity
and test step semantic similarity. In Figure 5(b), the 7th row is a
test step that should be in the same ground truth cluster with
preceding rows but is assigned to another cluster. The row shares
little semantic similarity with preceding rows but their test API
method implementation is the same.
B Inappropriate handling of Main Executor difference. In Figure 5(b),
the gray row is different from others in the Main Executor field.
Those whose Main Executor is “Simple User” correspond to a
special test API method, while all others correspond to the same
but another test API method.
C Bad word embeddings for scarce words. When the words are rare
in the context, their word embeddings cannot be well trained,
and thus are close to their initialization values and are similar
to common words. Thus, test steps containing these words are
likely to be clustered to other common clusters.
D Ignorance of difference between few important words. In Figure
5(a), the rows containing “not” are wrongly clustered. In Figure
5(c), the erroneous last row differs from others in the last word

8

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed an approach with multiple novel
techniques to cluster similar NL test steps together. The approach
can cluster the test steps with high accuracy and reduce the number
of clusters to substantially reduce the downstream manual effort.
We have evaluated the effectiveness of the approach on test cases of
WeChat, a large industrial app, and have integrated the approach’s
implementation into the testing system for the app. In future work,
we plan to achieve higher accuracy and extend our approach to
handle more-unstructured test cases.
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